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International Trade Publisher (ITP) is a global publishing leader in finding, 

nurturing, editing and publishing high quality commercial fiction, memoirs, 

children's books and literary award winners. With a drive to find and nurture the 

next great authors, ITP’s business comes with a huge number of manuscripts, 

large and small. As leaders in their industry, ITP strives to find, nurture and 

publish the very best.

Publishing is a game of words. As an industry founded on the publishing of the 

written word, with stringent copyright protection, security, particularly pre-

publication is paramount. Both the volume and size of files can quickly bog 

down email servers and internal FTP servers. Ensuring the flow of files while 

ensuring total security and privacy is vital to ITPs ongoing success.

Ensuring that files are only accessible to the right people, while still ensuring 

that files remain well organized and quickly shared are of utmost importance    

to ITP.

How did ITP ensure both speed and security? With FileCloud.

Speed and Security
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ITP is founded on finding, nurturing and publishing the next great authors and 

books. Ensuring that only authorized people read manuscripts and have access 

to drafts for editing is always top of mind. Local servers and FTPs were not the 

way to ensure files weren’t accessed by prying eyes.

In order to ensure that large files could be shared and accessed quickly and 

easily by only those with the right authorization, ITP required a solution that 

offered tightly controllable permissioning without compromising speed or 

organization. ITP required something easy to use for users of all different 

technical abilities.

Prior to finding FileCloud, ITP relied heavily on emails and FTP uploads. Neither 

solution provided the eases, speed, organization or security that they needed. 

What they were finding was emails couldn’t transmit the file sizes they required, 

permissioning was non-existent, and security was always potentially at risk. The 

solutions were slow and open to security breaches and leaks. In the competitive 

publishing industry, none of these were acceptable any longer.

With versatile permissioning, ease of use and lightning fast speeds, FileCloud

was sure to be a bestseller. 

Access Control and Stringent Permissions

ITPS’s requirements were based on a need to maintain their leading edge. To meet 

all of these requirements, ITP required a solution that provided:

• Strict permissioning

• Easy to use and organize

• Speed handling large files

• Security and leak prevention

ITP’s Need for Stringent Security
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ITP knew they needed to up their game in the way they worked with files and 

manuscripts for quite some time. They looked at many competitors, both large 

and small. The solutions they were encountering with either too slow, didn’t 

provide adequate permissions, or were not intuitive for users or administrators. 

ITP tested FileCloud using their free 14 day trial and found the ease of use and 

permissions were exactly what they were looking for. They quickly realized the 

best solution that met all of their most vital requirements was FileCloud.

ITP uses FileCloud with authors and editors across the globe. After switching to 

FileCloud, ITP doesn’t have to worry about unauthorized access to private 

manuscripts, leaks or slow file transfers any longer. Now that ITP has FileCloud on 

their side, they can focus on what makes them great - finding and publishing the 

next great masterpiece.

ITP Finds Their Next Big Thing in FileCloud
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Try FileCloud Now

FileCloud’s extensive functionality, ease of use, affordability, and world-class 

support make it the solution for file share, sync, and mobile access already 

adopted by enterprises and organizations around the world. You too can benefit 

from FileCloud and its industry-leading quality and performance today! Contact 

us at FileCloud now and take advantage of our free 14-day trial to see what 

FileCloud can do for your business.

LINK: https://portal.getfilecloud.com/ui/user/index.html?mode=register

https://www.filecloud.com/
https://portal.getfilecloud.com/ui/user/index.html?mode=register
https://portal.getfilecloud.com/ui/user/index.html?mode=register


To compete in today’s fast-paced market, companies need to get business 

done without being slowed down by IT challenges. CodeLathe understands 

this. CodeLathe’s FileCloud software is a solution focused on enterprise file 

sharing that is just as helpful to business practices as it is to IT requirements.

• Integration with existing resources helps lower business operating costs 

• Extensive feature-set and ease of use helps increase user productivity

• Support for an ever-increasing reliance on a mobile workforce keeps you 

competitive.

FileCloud offers an Enterprise File Sharing and Sync (EFSS) solution that 

enables you to realize the benefits of collaboration and productivity with 

the security you require to protect your Intellectual Property anywhere it 

goes in the course of doing business.

FileCloud is used by 1000s of 

customers around the world 

including Global 2000 

enterprises, government 

organizations, educational 

institutions, and managed 

service providers.
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Summary

To read more about how FileCloud can help keep 

your information secure as it is shared, visit 

www.getfilecloud.com/enterprise-file-sharing

“We liked FileCloud’s pricing, 

comprehensive feature set 

(branding, encryption) and the 

responsive support”

Stewart
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